
The New Mineral Policy 

There is much talk about the liberalization policy leading 
to vast developments in the mineral industry. The .futility of 
monopolistic control over mineral assets seems to have been 
realised belatedly and the exploitation of minerals and metals 
has now been thrown open to private investment. We propose 
exarrunmg some of the issues involved. In our opinion the 
policy, to become really effective requires action on several 
other related fronts. 

The main thrust appears to be to provide incentives to 
foreign investment in the mining industry in India. Encouraging 
local enterprise appears to be only incidental. Mineral develop
ment and agriculture, offer the greatest potential for creating 
additional wealth and employment. More urgent than attracting 
foreign money are measures and action to develop our land and 
water resources, and creation of a self-reliant and self-sustaining 
economy with a strong industrial and agricultural base. The 
former requires a well-developed and vibrant mineral industry. 

The main benefit anticipated is the induction of capital 
for investment in prospecting, development and exploitation of 
minerals through private sector companies. Participation by 
foreign companies is expected to provide access to up-to-date 
mining methods and metal recovery processes and a significant 
increase in production. 

Essential further steps required 

Initial response to the new policy is one of very consider
able interest by international mining enterprises having exten
sive world-wide operations. To sustain this interest and yield 
results further steps have to be taken. These are: 

1. Geological and mineralogical information to become freely available. 

2. Tax incentives to be provided to attract capital. 

3. Mineral concession rules to be further amended, present ineffective 
procedures to be replaced to speed up grant of concessions. 

4. Labour productivity to improve through inculcation of work ethic 
with effective incentives to higher production. 

5. Availability of reliable electric power at reasonable rates to be 
ensured. 

6. Unnecessarily restrictive mining regulations to be amended. 
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NOJ'J.availability of basic geological data 

The Geological Survey of India and the Indian Bureau of 
Mines, instead o.f providing information necessary for explora
tion, are catering only to the requirement of Government. The 
needs of the industry are ignored, through reluctance in parting 
with geologicall11aps. The policy of labelling quite a few of even 
the limited number of published maps as 'restricted' and deny
ing them to the interested public is one cause of under
development of the mineral industry. A reorientation of out
look is essential ,as no progress will be possible without easy 
dissemination of basic geological data. We have repeatedly 
stressed this point but thus far to no effect. 

Paucity of production data 

Information on mineral statistics is largely historic, data 
being several months old. The latest Mineral Year Book publish
ed by the Indian Bureau of Mines is for 1992 and the information 
is three to four years old. National interest and economic urgen
cy appear to be frustrated by departmental lethargy·. Technical 
reports are either not available or/are classified 'for official use 
only' and easy public access denied. Mineral information service 
is inadequate, detailed maps of mineralised belts and mineral 
resources not being available. There is great scope for improve
ment in this service. 

Mineral information should be collected and made avail
able through a network at very short notice. 

Tax incentives 

Present tax burden on the industry is heavy preventing 
formation of capital for the exploration and development of new 
prospects. For example, the Hutti Gold Mines Co. Ltd., had to 
pay during the last twenty years, income tax of over Rs.41 crores. 
In addition, it had to pay sales tax on gold sales and royalty to 
government. ThE~se heavy charges had the effect of making the 
Company mine higher grades of ore, in contravention of the 
official policy of conservation and maximum utilisation of 
mineral resources. The siphoning off of the greater portion of 
surplus funds has made it impossible for the industry to under
tak.e exploration or expansion of mining activities. 

For the mining industry to thrive and provide maximum 
national benefits direct taxation has to be reduced and replaced 
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by incentives for ploughing back suiplus funds into explora
tion and development of new properties. 

Simplification of rules 

Rules for granting mineral concession have to be liberal
ized as the present process extends over several years! A simple 
and more. effective procedure has to be evolved taking note of the 
position and practices in the advanc~d nations of the world. 
Unless procedures are simplified and accelerated, private sector· 
is not likely to show positive interest in mineral development. 

Incentive to higher production 

In earlier years labour wages were low, working condi
tions hard and standard of living poor. These conditions have 
now greatly improved but productivity has not shown a cor
responding improvement. Protective legislation has prevented 
the development of a work ethic on the part of labour. Threaten
ing or striking for trivial issues are not healthy signs for the 
growth of an efficient labour force. Legal provisions have tended 
to create a multitude of category of workers based on specific and 
completely separate occupations. This has resulted in over-man
ning and a tendency by workers to avoid work outside their 
particular occupation. Absenteeism, and the numerous declared 
holidays have also played havoc with productivity. 

Uninterrupted power availability 

No perceptible increase in mineral development is pos
sible unless steps are taken immediately to set up time-bound 
programmes for production of additional power. This is of great 
urgency and no time should be lost in implementing power 
projects. Uninterrupted power supply has to be assured. 

Employment generation potential is the highest in the 
fields of agriculture and mineral development. These sectors 
should, therefore, receive priority consideration in the supply of 
adequate power at minimal, or if necessary, concessional rates. 

Progressive mining legislation 

Safety and working conditions of workers are paramount 
considerations and legislation to promote safety is necessary. 
But some mining regulations are unnecessarily restrictive and 
act as a brake on production. The industry should be consulted 
and regulations amended where necessary. 
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Existing la~rs make it impossible except after inordinate 
delays to close down operations when a deposit is exhausted. 
Such legislation, results in perpetuating sick units at very heavy 
cost. No private enterprise would be willing to face such a 
prospect. There is urgent need for an effective I exit policy'. 
Government should seriously give thought to the removal of this 
provision which forces a mine to continue working even when it 
is proved that it is no longer economical. 

Need to build national character and self-reliance 

The liberalisation policy gives the impression that it is in
tended more to attract foreign capital rather than to encourage 
local capital and talent. Private sector in India is handicapped 
with many local restrictions and lack of funds at reasonable 
rates of interest. Foreign companies have none of these disad
vantages and it 'will be difficult for the Indian companies to 
compete on equal terms. Every effort should be made to see that 
no unfair advantage is granted to the foreign investors. More 
important than attracting outside capital is the building of na
tional self-reliancle in meeting challenges. Without this at~ibute 
any amount of money that may flow in will effect little lasting 
good. What is needed today is not so' much foreign investors, 
but a good healthy climate for indigenous investments. 

Undesirable effects 

Foreign companies are likely to offer relatively high 
salaries to attract efficient hands from government and in
dustry. In the for~seable future, many may seek such positions. 
In a country when~ a good percentage live below the poverty line, 
this will cause great dissatisfaction and unrest. Clamour for 
more and more ernoluments will increase which, when granted, 
will add to inflation. The benefits of development so far have 
been appropriated by the upper levels of society and little has 
trickled down to improve the condition of the poor. Salaries 
now drawn by the top executives in industry are staggering 
compared to the standards of twenty years ago. Already every 
essential commodity has become costly and non-essential luxury 
goods are available everywhere luring an average worker into 
squandering his hard earned money. Economic prosperity has 
yet to permeate to the lower levels of society. Unbridled 
governmental expenditure and wastage has continuouslty 
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fueled inflation, making the life miserable for a very' large 
proportion of the population. 

The facades of prosperity in urban agglomerations repre
sent borrowed money and not indigenous effort or intrinsic 
worth. Green farmland, made greener through hard work, care
ful animal husbandry and wise utilisation of water resources are 
signs of our well-being and not the multistoried monstrous struc
tures disfiguring our cities, adding to our problems and ap
propriating large sums of money that could be better utilized in 
rural areas. 

We are not against liberalisation as such. In fact this is one 
of the most welcome, although belated decisions of Government 
provided it works in the national interest. For this to happen 
other steps and corrective measures as indicated are necessary to 
make the gesture meaningful and effective. 

Reality of situation in the country 

Plans for mineral development require the reality of the 
situation to be considered. India is a densely populated country 
and mineral wealth is not concentrated, but lies scattered 
throughout in the form of medium to small size deposits. The 
most desirable pattern of development would be the opening up 
of as many as possible environment-friendly small to medium 
size mines with high employment potential. The aim should be 
not to disturb and displace the rural poor, but to provide 
local gainful employment. Foreign companies are unlikely to 
show much interest in such ventures. Local talent and 
entrepreneurship should be encouraged. The phenomenal 
development of the granite industry, gem and jewellery in
dustry, purely by private effort with no government assistance, 
are examples of what can be achieved. Computer software in
dustry is another, which has achieved spectacular growth 
through private initiative and enterprise. Given freedom and 
suitable investment climate, and a will to succeed, Indian in
dustries can be expected to reach great heights. 

Israel has attained world leadership in agro-te~hnology 
and arid zone farming, making agriculture a most exciting art. 
India should forge strong' ties with Israel to help develop 
agriculture side by side with mineral development. 
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Encourage young men to visit foreign lands 

Our bright young men should be provided with oppor
tunities to visit the world's leading centres to get knowledge of 
important mineral fields and methods of exploration. The best 
geologist is one \'\i'ho has seen most rocks at an early stage of his 
career and knowledge on exploration can be gained only through 
personal acquaintance with mineral occurrences in their varied 
settings. Young ilnpressionable geologists and mining engineers 
with rich field experience should be encouraged to visit mineral 
fields of the world. 

An autonomous commission 

These and s"everal other aspects of mineral policy require 
early attention of Government. A breath of fresh air has to blow 
to revive the stagnant mineral industry. To this end we do trust 
that the reforms now initiated will gain in tempo and usher in a 
new era of progressive and pragmatic support for the industry. 

Finance Minister, Dr.Manmohan Singh in his budget 
speech said, "I ha.ve a vision of our industrial firms acquiring a 
global reach, and their names becoming house-hold words in 
distant lands". This will indeed be possible if government 
removes all restrictions and controls and gives a free hand to the 
flowering of Indian talent. 

The problenl of revitalizing the mineral industry with its 
rich unexplored potential cannot be solved through minor 
tinkering by a fevv government officials at the top. To quote the 
eminent jurist, Nani Palkhiwala: "We keep on tackling fifty year 
problems, staffedl by two year officials, working with one year 
appropriation, fondly hoping that somehow the law of 
economics will bE~ suspended because we are Indians". 

The full effect of the great leap forward which government 
has now taken, vvill be realised only when effective follow-up 
action is taken. This can be best achieved by forming an 
autonomous COHunission fully empowered to take appropriate 
decisions and dra.w up a programme - both short and long term, 
for developing rr~eral industries in the country. 

B. P. RADHAKRISHNA 
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